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Using Science Texts to Foster
Informational Reading Comprehension
Ron Detillion
Knowing that searching for resources to teach informational reading
comprehension in the intermediate elementary grades is challenging, see
how educators can use resources they already have while teaching engaging
content.
It was the end of May at Hill Top Elementary (all names
are pseudonyms), and I stared at multiple pages of
state-standardized literacy test results that indicated
that the majority of my sixth graders still struggled to
comprehend informational texts. As the school year
ended, I reminisced about the rich reading and discussions of literature that took place in my classroom. I
wondered how a classroom full of Harry Potter fans,
Mary Downing Hahn mystery buffs, and so on could
struggle with reading a different genre. I then reminisced about the many informational reading strategy
posters we created together and the many lessons I created to provide instruction on informational reading
strategies. I felt confused and frustrated to see these
low informational reading test scores. After teaching
sixth grade for four years, I realized that I needed to try
something new.

comprehension instruction while teaching science.
This school year was the first year my partner
teacher and I departmentalized the sixth grade and
I taught only math and science to both sixth-g rade
classes. An overarching question guided my work:
How can I focus my instruction on three common
text structures found in informational texts: compare and contrast, cause and effect, and description?

Why We Should Teach Text
Structures to Foster Informational
Reading Comprehension
Students in intermediate elementary and middle
school classrooms often struggle reading informational texts. This difficulty may emerge because
students lack the strategies to read and understand
this genre (Oliver, 2009). Ramsay and Sperling (2015)
pointed out the harsh fact that students improve in
reading up to the fourth grade, but in grades five
through eight their progress reaches a plateau in
comprehension of informational text. This plateau
in reading development can negatively impact a student’s future school success because students should
need to know how to read, navigate, and comprehend informational texts to be successful readers
in middle, secondary, and postsecondary education.
Whether it is to help students comprehend complex
texts for future educational endeavors or to help students comprehend informational texts in everyday
life, we must provide students with strategies and
experiences that will enable them to comprehend

L

iteracy scholars and researchers (e.g., Akhondi,
Malayeri, & Samad, 2011; Bluestein, 2010) call
for the need to provide reading instruction that
focuses on specific informational text comprehension strategies. Successful implementation of those
strategies requires knowledge of text structures
and how to read and use them. Moreover, informational text structures are especially common in
textbooks. Because students are so unfamiliar with
informational text structures, they struggle with
how to approach reading complex informational
texts (Follmer & Sperling, 2018; Mawyer & Johnson,
2019). My purpose in this article is to share my own
experiences to bolster my students’ comprehension
of informational texts, mainly science textbooks.
During the school year mentioned in the opening vignette, I embedded lessons within my science
instruction that centered on how to read and comprehend the text structures widely used in science
textbooks. For the purpose of this article, I highlight how I incorporated additional forms of reading
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in my room. The first is Simon, a high-performing
information within content area literacy (Pyle et al.,
reader who loves to read any chance he gets. His
2017).
grade-level reading equivalency is 12+, ranking him
Mason, Tornatora, and Pluchino (2013) argued
in the 99th percentile in the Welcome to Renaissance
that in addition to understanding words and text
STAR reading assessment (Renaissance, 2019). The
structures, readers must also be able to compresecond is Bree, an average-performing reader who
hend graphs, diagrams, and images in informational
reads when she is expected to but shies away from
texts. Additionally, note-taking strategies, vocabureading by her own choice. Her
lary knowledge, and background
grade-
l evel reading equivaknowledge help students to underPAUSE AND PONDER
lency is 6.2, ranking in the 51st
stand informational texts (Follmer
percentile in the STAR reading
& Sperling, 2018). Text structure
■ How can teachers use science texts
assessment. Finally, Laura is a
instruction and repeated practice
to support student comprehension
low-performing reader who is
through interventions are highly
of informational texts?
reluctant to read in class and
effective when helping students
■ What happens when students are
will only read when a teacher
comprehend informational texts
exposed to explicit and intentional
sits with her and asks her to
(Pyle et al., 2017).
text structure instruction commonly
read to them. Her grade-level
Literacy instruction should be
found in scientific writing?
equivalency is 3.5, ranking her
a focus of middle and secondary
■ How can background knowledge,
in 24th percentile in the STAR
education (Moje, 2008; Shanahan
vocabulary instruction, and focused
reading assessment.
& Shanahan, 2008). Moje (2008)
note-taking complement student
pointed out that teaching different
comprehension of science and
content areas does not happen in
general informational texts?
a vacuum, and, in turn, students
How I Used Science
do not learn content areas in a
Texts to Foster
vacuum. I wanted students to not only successfully
Informational Reading Comprehension
learn science but also be prepared to read and comMy first step in helping my students better compreprehend informational texts they will encounter in
hend science texts was to identify the primary text
life outside of school, as well as prepare them to read,
structures prevalent in their science text. I examined
write, and think in higher coursework. Content area
the science textbook and I noticed three common
literacy instruction prepares students to do just that
text structures: compare and contrast, cause and
(Shanahan & Shanahan, 2008). Text structure instruceffect, and description. These three text structures
tion was the new thing I wanted to try when teaching
are commonly found in informational texts and have
content area literature.
been used in whole-class and intervention lessons to
improve comprehension (Pyle et al., 2017). I built a
Setting the Context: My School and
unit of text structure instruction centered on matter and energy to teach the three aforementioned
My Students
text structures to my students. I included activities
Hill Top is an elementary school in the Western
meant to help students develop their background
United States with a population demographics of
knowledge, and I included opportunities to share
64.6% Caucasian, 23.2% Hispanic, and 5.4% other
their learning with the reading and science commuraces. Almost 60% of the student population receives
nity in our classroom through speaking and written
free or reduced-price lunch. During the implemenpresentations. Figure 1 provides an overview of the
tation of my informational text unit instruction, I
three main parts of my matter and energy unit.
had 25 students in my class; five students were on
an Individual Education Plan, three students were
English learners, and five students were on a 504
Plan for behavioral difficulties because of attention-
deficit/hyperactivity disorder.
In the examples of student work that I share
in this article, I focused on three students. I chose
these students because they represent the high,
medium, and low ranges of the student population

Part 1: Using Compare and Contrast to
Comprehend Science Texts
The learning objective for part 1 of our unit, matter and energy, was the following: Students can tell
whether matter has undergone a physical or a chemical change. To prepare my students for tackling the
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Figure 1
Overview of the Unit Activities and Samples of Student Work
Part of the Unit

Instructional Activities

Lesson Evidence

1. U
 sing compare and contrast
to comprehend science
texts

■ Background knowledge building: Chemical
change observation with antacid tablets
■ Text structure: Compare and contrast
chemical and physical changes in science
textbook
■ Learning share: Evaluate and summarize
observations from chemical change with
antacid tablet

■ Antacid observation and
evaluation/summary
■ Three-column note-taking
artifacts

2. U
 sing cause and effect to
comprehend science texts

■ Background knowledge building: I’m a
Particle activity; students feel what it is
like to be a particle within matter during
different states
■ Text structure: Cause and effect; when
particles move in certain ways, it causes a
certain state of matter
■ Learning share: Cause-and-effect
selections from a science text and one-
pager demonstrating knowledge of states
of matter related to particle movement

■ “Cause-and-Effect” detectives,
evidence of cause and effect in
their science text
■ One-pager demonstrating learning
from lesson through illustrations
and text

3. Using description to
comprehend science texts

■ Background knowledge building:
Evaporation and condensation
demonstration
■ Text structure: Description with graphics
of how particles react when matter
changes states
■ Learning share: Points of view; changes of
state

■ Bubble map graphic organizer
■ Vocabulary triangles
■ Changes of state summary

complex reading they were about to undertake, I
introduced the compare-and-contrast text structure.
Students shared their recollections of reading other
texts with the compare-and-contrast text structure
and how they have used Venn diagrams in the past
to show their learning with this structure. To remind
students what this text structure meant, we created
the anchor chart in Figure 2 illustrating how scientists sometimes write when showing how things are
alike and different.
The purpose of this lesson was to improve my students’ comprehension by preparing them to recognize the structure framing the information they were
about to read (Akhondi et al., 2011; Bluestein, 2010).
We ended the lesson by reading the first two pages of
the five-page text together and discussing the characteristics of physical changes. I then previewed for
the students how the textbook authors were going to
contrast that with chemical changes in the following
pages. Thus, I set my students up for the next lesson.

Figure 2
Visual That Helped Students Recall the Meanings of
Compare and Contrast
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The next day I wanted my students to show me
how they could navigate and learn from reading the
text written in the structure of compare and contrast. After drawing students’ attention to the previous day’s anchor chart in Figure 2, we recalled
what we read about physical changes the day before
by turning and talking to a peer. I highlighted one
dyad’s discussion that a physical change was like
crumbling a piece of paper. The shape and texture
changes, but it is still paper.
I wanted students to have a process of tracking
their thinking as they read the science text, so I created the anchor chart shown in Figure 3. It is important that readers track their thinking as they read
because many successful readers rely on text annotation for comprehension (Follmer & Sperling, 2018;
Mawyer & Johnson, 2019; Nixon & Akerson, 2004).
Students in my class already use three-column note-
taking, so I felt that making three columns would be
efficient for this lesson rather than using circles in a
Venn diagram.
After rereading aloud a paragraph from the previous day’s text, I modeled writing an important
fact about physical changes. Students then independently read on their own the five-page text while they
tracked their learning in their three-column notes.
Figure 4 is a snapshot of how students interacted
and comprehended this informational text. This
figure features the work samples of the three focal
students: Simon, Bree, and Laura. All three students

Figure 3
Anchor Chart Used by Students in Setting Up Their
Three- Column Notes

successfully used the three columns to track their
learning by comparing and contrasting physical and
chemical changes. Both Simon and Bree tracked
the information in the text by putting almost the
same information in their columns. This told me
that they appropriately chose important information within the text and followed the compare-and-
contrast structure successfully. I did notice Simon
put the information in his own words, or in shorter
phrases, while Bree wrote information directly from
the text.
Laura struggled reading this complex text. She
spent extra time working with me in a small group
during reading intervention time. During this time,
Laura followed along the text while I read aloud.
Although reading aloud to Laura took away time
that I could focus on her own reading struggles at
that moment, I wanted her to receive the information within the text. I recognize that reading fluency holds her back, and I planned f luency and
vocabulary interventions for her in future sessions.
Additionally, I noticed Laura’s information came
mostly from classroom discussions, her own experiences of dogs shedding and pictures within the text.
Although the reading level of the text was challenging and independently not accessible to her, Laura
still used the other modes of information, such as
illustrations, within the science text to help her
comprehend the content (Leu, Kinzer, Coiro, Castek,
& Henry, 2013).
I wanted students to use their learning from the
science text to determine whether an antacid tablet
fizzing in water was a chemical or physical change.
We observed and recorded an antacid tablet reacting with water so that students could experience a
chemical change and see firsthand what they read
about in their science texts. Recorded observations
are shown in Figure 5. Lab partners filled a cup of
water and received one antacid tablet. Before we
began, I asked students to have their three-column
notes shown in Figure 4 available to use after they
have recorded their observations to help them determine the type of change they witnessed.
As illustrated in Figure 5, all students were able to
determine that a chemical change occurred. Simon
and Bree are both paired with readers of slightly
lower reading levels, and they helped their partners
with the content reading and writing during collaboration activities. Laura had a lab partner of a higher
reading level and she received help from her partner
during collaborative activities. I noted Laura’s excitement during the lab as she made a comment, “Oh,
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Figure 4
Work Samples of Three-Column Notes by (a) Simon, (b) Bree, and (c) Laura
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Figure 5
Antacid Tablet Lab Work Samples by (a) Simon, (b) Bree, and (c) Laura

that reaction looks like what the book was talking
about.” These activities where students collaborate
with one another help them to develop meaningful
knowledge that can enhance reading comprehension when they later encounter this content within
written texts (Vitale & Romance, 2012).

Part 2: Using Cause and Effect to
Comprehend Science Texts
To gauge students’ background knowledge about
this part of the unit, which was to make sure that
students could describe the motion of atom particles in each of the three phases of matter (solid,
liquid, and gas), I asked students if they knew the
three phases. There was much chatter around the
room as I heard many students recall solid, liquid,
and gas.
Inquiry-based activities will help students discover learning objectives and make learning active
instead of passive (e.g., Nixon & Akerson, 2004;
Vitale & Romance, 2012). I pretaped a square on the
floor of the classroom and asked all students to step
into the square. I revealed that they were all atoms
and had them guess what phase of matter they were
demonstrating. Most of them, through much laughter, shouted, “Solid!” Next, I asked half the students
to step out of the square while the remaining half
walked around the square. Through more laughter,

Simon and Bree hypothesized that they were witnessing atoms moving within a liquid. Finally, I
asked just two students to remain in the square,
they roamed the square freely, and many students
guessed that the two students were demonstrating
how atoms move in gasses.
This activity set them up to read and understand
their text the following day when they explored how
scientists used the cause-and-effect text structure
to discuss atom movement and states of matter.
Because students actively participated in the lesson,
they developed helpful background knowledge on
which they could draw when they tackled the science textbook (Follmer & Sperling, 2018; Mason et
al., 2013; Vitale & Romance, 2012).
Before jumping into reading the science text the
following day, I put this sentence on the board about
riding my horse, “When I lightly dig my heels into
Juno’s side, she begins to canter.” I asked the students, “What causes Juno to canter?” After a student
answered correctly, I pointed out that digging my
heels was the cause and the effect was that my horse
canters. Next, I had students turn to a peer and make
up their own cause-and-effect statements. I told students that many of the sentences and paragraphs
that they would read today had a similar structure
and purpose as the sentences they just made up.
As we read the text together, I modeled how I
found and coded sentences that were written in
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the cause-a nd-effect structure. This is important
so that students can take the time to process what
they read, while they read ( Johnson & Hansen,
2005). I read two paragraphs that explained when
atoms in matter are packed tightly and can only
vibrate, matter becomes a solid. Each time I came
to a sentence that was written in the cause-a nd-
effect text structure, I highlighted and labeled the
cause part “C” and the effect part “E” as students
followed my lead in their own text copies. I continued to read aloud while students shared their recognition of cause-and-effect structures. To end the
lesson that day, we created the small anchor charts
in Figure 6 to summarize what we read and leave
as a reminder of what cause and effect looks like in
our science texts.
As students gathered at their seats with textbooks in tow the next day, I revealed that they
were going to be detectives! In this lesson, students
became cause-and-effect text structure detectives
as they would get to independently read the text
and pick out the cause-and-effect statements using
the highlighting and coding strategy we did as a
class the day before. This helped them determine
what part of the text was important and what was
just interesting as well as allowing them to use a
form of note-t aking that would aid in comprehension (Bluestein, 2010; Follmer & Sperling, 2018).
Figure 7 shows the work samples of Simon, Bree,
and Laura.
I noticed that Simon and Bree were able to point
out the cause-and-effect text structure with a just a

few differences in their selections. Their work samples were a snapshot of many students’ work that
day. I noted that Bree mentioned, “This is pretty easy.
I just clue in on words like because or when this happens.” Laura had trouble comprehending the text and
selecting examples of cause and effect by stating, “I
thought all of this was important.” To end this learning session, students shared with a peer what they
pointed out as important information in their reading
that day and what evidence of the cause-and-effect
text structure they detected. Having noticed Laura’s
paper, I had Laura and Bree pair up for the end-of-
session share-out. Additionally, a student teacher
reread the passage with Laura using a mixture of
choral reading and reading aloud to Laura while she
followed along during reading interventions.
I wanted students to have a different way of
expressing their learning. They created one-pagers
shown in Figure 8. One-p agers provide students
multimodal ways to respond to their learning of a
text (Drumright, Pengra-Anderson, & Potts, 2016).
This was important for my students to show what
they learned in ways other than an assessment or a
narrative summary, perhaps in ways they are used
to seeing information in the social context of current technology while still providing an opportunity to summarize their learning (Leu et al., 2013;
Mason et al., 2013).
All students were excited to be artistic and creative during this lesson, and I noticed their excitement caused them to dig into the text to ensure they
put correct information in their work. Although

Figure 6
Anchor Chart That Helped Students Look for Cause and Effect in Their Science Texts
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Figure 7
Work Samples From Cause-and-Effect Detective Work by (a) Simon, (b) Bree, and (c) Laura

Figure 8
Evidence of Learning Through One-Pagers by (a) Simon, (b) Bree, and (c) Laura

Simon and Bree seemed to summarize their learning
of atom movement in the phases of matter in this
assignment by somehow relating atom movement
to the phases of matter, Laura did not use content
within the text in her one-pager. Laura continued
to receive extra guided reading instruction during
interventions and received small-g roup intervention
after daily reading lessons in Tier 1. Her work sample
solidified for me that she needs continued and extra
practice navigating informational texts with a vigorous emphasis on interventions in vocabulary and
fluency. I feel that this will help Laura tackle content
area literature and navigate these text structures

after she builds her foundation of vocabulary and
fluency. Studies by Duff et al. (2008) showed a gain
in vocabulary and improved fluency standardized
scores after such vigorous interventions in these
areas.

Part 3: Using Description to Comprehend
Science Texts
The learning objective for this part of our unit was
the following: Students will be able to describe how
matter changes state using the key academic vocabulary terms (melting, freezing, boiling, evaporation, and
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condensation) by reading a science text written in
the descriptive text structure. Oliver (2009) pointed
out that many students lack strategies to read and
understand the academic language in textbooks. I
wanted students to understand how our science texts
described important vocabulary and how they could
organize their thinking while reading this complex
text.
I asked students to turn to a peer and describe how
atoms move in each of the three phases of matter. As
they collaborated with their peers, I walked around
while listening and taking notes of common words I
heard among groups. After calling students’ attention
back to the front, I started writing some of the common words I overheard in their discussions. Together,
we created the anchor chart shown in Figure 9.
Before diving into the text, I wanted to gauge students’ background knowledge of the key terms in
this phase: melting, freezing, boiling, evaporation, and
condensation. Through turn-and-talk and whole-class
sharing, I noticed that most students already had
background knowledge of the words except condensation. When one student asked, “Isn’t that the water
that forms on the mirrors after I shower?” I began seeing light bulbs come on in their minds as most of the
students responded, “Oh, yes.” Students were eager to
share examples of melting and freezing because the
current weather that day brought snow squalls in the
morning and warmer sunshine in the afternoon.
The examples I share in the previous paragraph
illustrate how my students used what they already
knew about the academic language concerning the
content they were about to read helped build their

Figure 9
Anchor Chart That Helped Students Learn the
Description Text Structure

confidence and enthusiasm about the topic. I wanted
students to know what this word meant in context outside of their science textbooks. Meaningful vocabulary
instruction takes place when lessons involve instruction in words in context of the text and in context
in ways outside the text (Watts, 1995). Additionally,
Johnson and Hansen (2005) suggested that students
are easily able to tap into prior knowledge of academic
content by making predictions of vocabulary. We were
using vocabulary from this informational text to talk
about what we already knew about the topic.
After previewing key vocabulary for this phase
of the lesson, I handed out bubble map graphic organizers shown in Figure 10 so students could track
their learning as we read the text selection together.
Students previewed the text as they noticed that
there were seven paragraphs in this section. We
also noticed that five of the paragraphs contained
each of the key vocabulary terms. I modeled how to
label the middle bubble in the organizer and how to
assign each of the surrounding bubbles with one of
our key terms. As I read the text aloud, while students followed along in their own texts, I paused
after each paragraph allowing students time to
write what they learned about each of the keywords.
I noticed that Simon and Bree both picked information from the text that centered on our objective:
energy and atom movement within the changes of
state. I was pleased to see Laura was able to select
important information about energy. I noticed that
she did not mention information in the text about
atom movement. However, Laura seemed to be able
to navigate this text structure more than the previous text structures. Although I am not sure why, I
hypothesize that she was more successful with the
description text structure because it reads in the
same manner as narrative texts. They seem to read
like narrative texts because descriptive text structure texts seem to read from beginning to end, like
fictional stories she is used to reading.
After helping my students navigate the description text structure, I focused the instruction on
vocabulary. Although vocabulary plays an important
role in all text structures, this text was rich in vocabulary. Learning vocabulary is significant to reading
and comprehending science and other complex informational texts (Follmer & Sperling, 2018). There are
many ways to help students learn vocabulary words;
however, I taught them how to construct vocabulary
triangles. To model this, I had students draw five
large triangles on notebook paper, large enough to
divide them into three horizontal sections. We did a
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Figure 10
Bubble Map Organizers by (a) Simon, (b) Bree, and (c) Laura

vocabulary triangle for the term freezing together. We
paraphrased the definition found in our text in the
base section of our triangle. Next, we used the word
freezing in a sentence inside the center section of our
triangle. Finally, we made an illustration of freezing
in the top section. While working around the room,
peers collaborated while constructing vocabulary
triangles for the remaining key vocabulary words:
evaporation, boiling, condensation, and melting.
Work samples for Simon, Bree, and Laura are
shown in Figure 11. Although all three focal students
were able to include definitions from the text for the
vocabulary words, not all of them were able to use
the word condensation in a sentence. Condensation was
the word that was widely unfamiliar in the beginning of this part. Simon and Bree wrote sentences
that related to condensation; however, Laura was not
using the word itself in her sentences. Laura’s sentence did not seem to relate to condensation. During
a one-on-one intervention meeting that very day,
Laura and I choral read the definition of condensation
and created sentences together that contained it.
I asked students to read the definition of condensation to themselves and think how we could use
the word condensation in a sentence. Next, I asked
them to turn-a nd-t alk to a peer and share their
sentences. Finally, I asked each dyad to write their
sentence on the dry-erase board for a share-out. I
provided more exposure to the word condensation.
The sentence “After my hot shower, condensation

formed on the mirror,” or similar versions, was very
popular. Although it reflected our opening conversations, this sentence gave students a good visual for
the definition of condensation.
To wrap up this part, I had students demonstrate
how they comprehended the description text structure and their usage of new vocabulary. I asked the
students to write a paragraph that described what
takes place with energy and atoms when matter changes state. Additionally, I asked students to
underline important words or phrases that they
learned during within their own descriptive texts.
My goal for students was to use their science texts
to guide them in determining what parts of the
text were important to changes of state for matter
(Bluestein, 2010). Figure 12 illustrates the work samples from my three focal students.
Simon demonstrated the most comprehension
of the material because his summary is accurately
paraphrased from the science text. While still demonstrating the ability to locate important information
in the science text, Bree paraphrased little, mostly
writing important information straight from the
book. Bree benefited from extra practice on writing
summaries and paraphrasing other authors’ words
while proceeding with reading intervention groups.
Laura wrote a narrative text describing ice melting
into liquid then eventually boiling. I was pleased to
see that she understood that an increase in energy
was needed for those to take place. This illustrates
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Figure 11
New Vocabulary Learning Through Vocabulary Triangles by (a) Simon, (b) Bree, and (c) Laura
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Figure 12
Putting New Learning Together Through Summary
Writing by (a) Simon, (b) Bree, and (c) Laura

Laura’s most successful comprehension in this phase
as compared with the other two. Laura continued to
receive additional support during class instruction
and interventions with reading comprehension.

Concluding Comments
Using science texts to foster informational reading
comprehension was a wonderful journey this year.
When I began this project, I wanted a way to use
textbooks already available in my classroom, teach
content matter (i.e., science) that is often not taught
if it is not tested and, most important, I wanted to
improve students’ informational reading comprehension. Why did I focus on science texts? Science
texts use text structures commonly used in informational reading. Because teachers use many more narrative texts with students, students are typically not
used to reading and navigating informational texts
(Duke & Billman, 2009). The many and varied complex structures of science texts make them difficult
for students to comprehend (Bluestein, 2010; Pyle et
al., 2017; Vitale & Romance, 2012).
Tapping into my students’ background knowledge was a key part in all three parts of this project.
Mawyer and Johnson (2019) pointed out that expert
readers use visual clues in conjunction with background knowledge to make meaning. My activities,
such as having students act like particles in matter,
discuss the water they see on mirrors after showering, and observe bubbles in water after dropping antacid tablets, gave them visual clues while reading and
helped build background knowledge about or unit
focus.
Why so much writing to comprehend informational texts? Students who use strategies such
as note-t aking and marking their thoughts in the
margin of texts significantly raise the chances of
learning the content within the texts (Follmer &
Sperling, 2018). I wanted my students to be active
learners. I wanted them to use strategies to highlight or annotate information that was important to
learning what they were reading. This is something
they will need to be able to do independently as they
progress through secondary and higher education.
Additionally, I wanted them to express what they
learned through writing summaries or through multimodal texts such as the one-pagers (see Figure 8).
Focused text structure instruction provided
insight into navigating complex informational texts
for my intermediate readers. As I reflect on my unit,
I am happy with the engagement between the text
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TAKE ACTION!
1. Remember to look for informational texts already
in your classrooms: textbooks! Too many times, we
use much needed time and energy searching for
beneficial informational texts.
2. Preview textbook material and look for common text
features within the texts.
3. Imbed text feature instruction so that students
are aware how the texts they are reading are being
presented to them.
4. Remember to include activities with the information
they are reading so they can build their own
experiences and ensure they have prior knowledge
for further learning in that content.
5. Don’t forget to overlook fluency and word decoding
intervention for struggling intermediate readers.
Many times, as seen with Laura, these can still be
roadblocks to informational text comprehension as
students enter middle school.

and my students’ involvement. In the future, I plan
to include different versions of the text with the
same subject and similar text structures so struggling readers in my room may experience reading
the material closer to their reading level.
As another school year comes close to ending,
I do not want to be frustrated or fearful that my
students cannot comprehend informational texts.
I do not want to look at another set of standardized test scores and wonder what else I could have
done. Although I know not all students will leave
my classroom having mastered the comprehension of every complex text they came across, I am
satisfied knowing that they have spent significant
time practicing strategies that will help them be
independent and successful lifelong readers and
learners.
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